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Abstract: Two-dimensional material (2DM)-based Field-Effect Transistors (FETs) have been postu-
lated as a solid alternative for biosensing applications thanks to: (i) the possibility to enable chemical
sensitivity by functionalization, (ii) an atomically thin active area which guarantees optimal electro-
static coupling between the sensing layer and the electronic active region, and (iii) their compatibility
with large scale fabrication techniques. Although 2DM-based BioFETs have demonstrated notable
sensing capabilities, other relevant aspects, such as the yield or device-to-device variability, will
demand further evaluation in order to move them from lab-to-fab applications. Here, we focus on
the latter aspect by analyzing the performance of MoS2-based BioFETs for the detection of DNA
molecules. In particular, we explore the impact of the randomized location and activation of the recep-
tor molecules at the sensing interface on the device response. Several sensing interface configurations
are implemented, so as to evaluate the sensitivity dependence on device-to-device variability.

Keywords: BioFET; MoS2; DNA; device-to-device variability; numerical modeling

1. Introduction

In the context of the Internet of Things (IoT), the possibility to continuously monitor
information from the environment and translate it into electrical signals, that can be easily
processed and stored, has become a present and ubiquitous reality. Among the myriad
of signals to be sensed, those connected with human healthcare, or in a more general
perspective with bio-activity, occupy a prime position [1]. There exists, indeed, a relentless
demand for the design and optimization of accurate and robust electronic bio-sensors able
to gather and process information of varied sources in real-time.

In this scenario, Biomolecular Field-Effect Transistors (BioFETs) are expected to play
a key role, prevailing over other sensing alternatives thanks to: (i) a quick and label-free
operation [2], (ii) high sensitivity and selectivity [3,4], and (iii) the capability to measure in
vivo [5] and even real-time [6] signals. Although the first demonstration of these devices
dates back to the 1970s [7], BioFETs implementation over the last decades has been hindered
by a complex and unsolved trade-off between increased sensitivity and compatibility with
large scale fabrication. The sensitivity was, indeed, boosted in the beginnings of the
century thanks to the use of nanowire structures [8–10], due to their optimized surface-
to-volume ratio. However, their widespread deployment was compromised by a difficult
mass-scale production and integration with planar technology [11]. The appearance of
two-dimensional materials (2DMs) around two decades ago opened new possibilities
to reach the best balance between the two facets [12,13]: 2DMs represent the optimal
surface-to-volume ratio structural arrangement, while their integration with current thin-
film fabrication processes is feasible [14,15]. Moreover, a large variety of 2DMs can be
synthesized [16], showing insulating, metallic or semiconducting behavior while the weak
inter-layer forces that hold them together can be harnessed to seamlessly stack them in
so-called van-der-Waals heterostructures, opening a wide variety of possibilities to be
explored [17].
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In this roadmap for the development of 2DM-based BioFETs, computational tools are
called to play a key role to: (i) better understand the physical mechanisms that govern their
behavior, and (ii) serve as a guide for faster device optimization enabling the lab-to-fab gap
closure. Several approaches have been exploited for the latter which are based either in
TCAD [18–20] or ad-hoc simulation tools [21–25], that are however not able to deal with
essential aspects of mass-scale production such as reproducibility and device-to-device
variability. This essential step, mandatory to increase the technology readiness level and
prepare the leap from research to manufacture, demands an early performance evaluation
with computational tools capable to reproduce heterogeneous device architectures, scenar-
ios and operations. To that end, we present an improved numerical tool for 2DM-based
BioFETs [26] that enables a comprehensive evaluation of the sensor variability through
the impact in the device response of an arbitrary receptor distribution along a sensing
interface. The capabilities of the proposed approach will be exemplified with the study
of MoS2-based BioFETs aiming for the detection of DNA molecules. Different receptor
distributions and activation configurations will be considered to assess the sensor electrical
read-out robustness against variability. Devices employed for this study are assumed to be
identical in their I–V characteristics, and the only source of variability is originated by the
receptor molecules.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the simulation model,
while the details of the simulated device and the results obtained for different receptor
configurations are collected in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 sums up the main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

The implemented numerical tool self-consistently solves the Poisson and continuity
equations in the sensor and its environment. The electrolyte corresponds to a Phosphate
Buffer Saline (PBS) solution, whose regulatory chain of reactions—dependent on ionic
strength and temperature—are described in [26], while the ion concentration is determined
by the modified Boltzmann equation, including steric effects due to the finite size of the ions.
This numerical tool has been previously validated with experimental results at the levels
of the semiconductor device [27,28], the sensing interface [29], and the complete BioFET
device [26]. DNA is selected as the analyte of interest due to their relevance in numerous
biological processes, although this study could be extended to other biomolecules [29]. The
DNA receptor and target sequences are modeled taking into consideration the individual
shape and charge distribution of the DNA chains (Figure 1), what is by itself a notable step-
forward in the modeling of DNA sensing, substantially upgrading conventional charge-box
models [18]. In more detail, the receptor molecules (attached to the device sensing surface)
are single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules, whose complementary nucleotide sequence
(target molecule) is to be detected, as in conventional DNA sensors. These molecules
are assumed to be disposed along the device surface with a vertical orientation. Other
molecules orientations with respect to the sensing surface, i.e., with a certain tilting angle,
could be considered, although it has been demonstrated in earlier studies that they do
not result in significant changes in the sensing layer surface potential [30]. Once the
complementary ssDNA is captured, it forms a double-stranded (dsDNA) molecule with
the receptor attached to the sensing interface (Figure 1a). The actual charge and size of
the receptor and target molecules depend on the number of nucleotides in the sequences.
For ssDNA molecules, each nucleotide contributes to −1e charge (where e is the electron
elementary charge) and has a length of ∼0.34 nm. For dsDNA molecules, the charge
per nucleotide is −2e and the length is kept unaltered [31] (Figure 1c). It is worth it to
note that the ssDNA is flexible, while the dsDNA has a compact rigid structure, a feature
also included in the model, where the electrolyte ions are allowed to permeate and mix
with ssDNA molecules while they are kept out of the spatial region occupied by dsDNA
molecules (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. (a) Models for the ssDNA (receptor) and dsDNA (receptor-target complex) molecules.
ssDNA model considers a sinusoid-shaped charged region where ions are allowed to enter, while the
dsDNA model considers a box-shaped region where ions cannot penetrate. (b) Examples of simulated
ion distributions regarding idle and activated DNA receptors. (c) Mathematical modeling of the
length, shape and charge of ssDNA and dsDNA receptors. In both cases, the length of the molecule
hQ and its charge Q is scaled with the number of nucleotides NU. (d) Location of receptors, controlled
with the distance between them (for the k-th receptor, dk = xk − xk−1). That distance is considered
constant (uniform distribution) or defined by a half-normal distribution with a position dependent
variance. This latter enables the definition of densely occupied regions at the sensing interface,
allowing one to choose between the three distributions indicated by the blue bars. (e) Example of 5
channel-centered (Ch) distributions with P = 50%, where filled and empty circles represent activated
and deactivated receptors, respectively. Randomized distribution variability: considering a fixed
activated receptor configuration (one occupied—one empty), several distributions are represented.
Randomized activation variability: assuming a fixed receptor distribution, five activated receptor
configurations are depicted.

The impact of the receptor allocation in the sensor variability is evaluated consid-
ering different spatial distributions and activations of the ssDNA chains according to
two scenarios (Figure 1d): (i) a uniform spacing between receptors (du) along the sens-
ing layer length (LChn), which is used as a reference; and (ii) a random distribution
where the distance between nearby receptors (dk) pivots around the uniform spacing
as dk = du + λ(x)|N (0, 1)|, where |N (0, 1)| is a half-normal distribution with unity vari-

ance and λ(x) = λd

(
1− exp

[
− 1

2

(
x−µ

αLChn

)2
])

is a factor determining the amplitude of this

random position correction to the uniform spacing. Here, µ and α control the amplitude
and variance of the random correction, which eventually resembles a Gaussian distribution.

Once the position of the receptors is determined, their state (idle or activated) is set
according to an activation probability (0% ≤ P ≤ 100%). Thus, for a given number of
receptor molecules (N) in the sensing layer, the number of activated receptors is given
by Nact = PN. The assignment of activated receptors for a given P value can be set:
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(i) uniformly, following a certain spatial frequency, or (ii) randomly, being the activation of
each receptor equally probable. In this way, we can extend the study of different receptor
spatial distributions (which roots in distinct fabricated devices) also to varying receptor
activation configurations (which correspond to different operation conditions in a single
device). Examples of both degrees of freedom are shown in Figure 1e.

3. Results

In order to exemplify the capabilities of the proposed approach to evaluate the im-
pact of the variability of the sensing interface in the response of 2DM-based BioFETs,
we have focused on a MoS2-based DNA-sensor. More specifically, the structure is de-
fined by a MoS2 monolayer (0.65 nm-thick and 50 cm2/Vs carrier mobility) with length
Lsemic = 400 nm, sandwiched between a tbox = 20 nm-thick SiO2 layer, acting as a sub-
strate, and a tox = 10 nm-thick SiO2 top-oxide layer. Above this latter one, a sensing layer
of LChn = 300 nm length is placed. For this channel length, and assuming low contact resis-
tance, we can consider that the device performance is controlled by the channel properties
rather than any contact effects, as probed by [32,33]. A number of N = 12 ssDNA receptors
are allocated along the sensing interface, either uniformly or following the aforementioned
random spatial distribution, with λd = 0.5 nm, µ = 50, 200, 350 nm, and α = 1/8. The elec-
trolyte is defined by a PBS solution, with composition [NaCl] = 140 mM, [KCl] = 2.7 mM
and [NaH3PO4] = 10 mM, regulating a pH of 7.4. An schematic depiction of the structure
under study is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. MoS2-based DNA BioFET outline. The dashed line determines the simulated area.

The electrical operation of the device is studied for a drain-to-source voltage of
VDS = 0.1 V and a varying bias of the reference electrode immersed in the electrolyte
(VFG). From the drain-to-source current (IDS), it is possible to define the device sensitivity
(S) at a certain activation probability (P), as:

S(P) = IDS(0%) − IDS(P). (1)

where IDS(P) stands for the output current calculated with an activation probability P. The
IDS−VFG and S−VFG electrical read-outs as a function of P are depicted in Figure 3 for the
scenario where the receptors are uniformly distributed, for two different PBS concentrations.
The increase in P results in a shift of the transfer curves (Figure 3b) towards positive gate
biases, due to the electrostatic repulsion that the negatively charged dsDNA molecules
produce in the 2DM electron charge. When the ionic strength of the electrolyte is reduced,
i.e., when we move from a 1×PBS electrolyte to a 0.1×PBS electrolyte, the Debye length of
the electrolyte ions increases from λD = 0.74 nm to λD = 2.34 nm. Thus, the capability of
the electrolyte to screen the dsDNA charges is reduced. As a consequence, the impact of
the charged dsDNA molecules in the 2DM channel is enhanced. These effects can be also
appreciated in the sensitivity curves (Figure 3c), that notably saturate for high VFG values,
when the change in the carrier concentration in the channel (and therefore in IDS) is no more
significantly impacted by the dsDNA molecules. Note that sensitivity is usually referred
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in the literature as a value relative to the current in the absence of any binding event of
the target antigen, i.e., Sr(P) =

[
IDS(0%) − IDS(P)

]
/IDS(0%) [34,35] (see Figure 3d). When

defined in this way, S(P) maximum values correspond to the operation of the BioFET in the
sub-threshold regime, where the sensor current is very low (Ids ≈ pA/µm, see Figure 3a).
The BioFET variability response in this regime, in a realistic experimental scenario, would
be blurred by the noise background or limited by the lower limit sensitivity of the employed
measuring equipment. For this reason, in order to investigate the random activation and
distribution of single receptors and their impact in the variability, the absolute difference of
the sensor output currents was considered as the sensor sensitivity definition (see Figure 3c).
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Figure 3. (a) Current density IDS −VFG shown in logarithmic scale. (b) Current density IDS −VFG

shown in linear scale. (c) Absolute current sensitivity S − VFG. (d) Relative current sensitivity
Sr − VFG. All results are calculated for different values of P with a uniform spatial distribution
of receptors. Solid and dashed lines correspond to the 1×PBS electrolyte and 0.1×PBS electrolyte
scenarios, respectively. The dotted line in (c) indicates the value VFG = 0.3 V for which S(P = 100%)

is maximum.

In order to compare the sensitivity in different distribution and activation scenarios,
we set an operating bias point at VFG = 0.3 V, which corresponds to the value where
S(P = 100%) is maximum. At this operating point, we have analyzed two sources of
device-to-device variability: (i) the receptors spatial distribution, that accounts for different
receptor location configurations, and (ii) the receptors activation distribution, that considers
different configurations to activate the receptor molecules for a fixed P value. Figure 1e
illustrates both scenarios.

3.1. Randomized Distribution Variability

Three main scenarios were analysed for the randomized location of the receptors in
the sensing layer: channel-centered (Ch), source-shifted (Sc) and drain-shifted (Dr). Ten
different receptor distributions are generated for each of them. The three cases resulted in a
similar behavior in terms of variability (see Appendix A Figure A1). Thus, for the sake of
clarity, we have mostly focused on one of them: the channel centered. From the set of S
values obtained in the different random distributions, we calculated the standard deviation
σS and mean value 〈S〉 that characterize the set. Figure 4a shows 〈S〉 as a function of the
activation probability (solid lines), with the different S values marked with symbols and
σS plotted as a shadowed region around 〈S〉. The results are compared with those of a
uniform distribution of receptors for two PBS concentrations (dashed lines). The differences
between the uniform distribution and the mean behavior of the randomized distributions
is more acute as P increases, with the randomized distribution outperforming the uniform
distribution for all P values. Although the number of activated receptors is the same, when
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the receptors are randomly distributed with a higher concentration at the centre of the
channel, they are closer to each other and the ions diluted in the electrolyte have a reduced
screening impact. Moreover, σS increases with P due to the higher effective charge of the
activated receptors. In fact, their remarkable influence in the drain current enhance the
effect of the distribution randomness. As for the PBS, a lower value results in a higher
Debye length, λD, which translates into a lower electrolyte screening and a higher S for all
cases, but at the cost of a higher variability, σS.
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Figure 4. (a) Device sensitivity as a function of the activation percentage. Ten random distributions
following a channel centered case are considered, fixing the configuration of activated receptors for
each P value. Markers account for simulated data, while shaded areas depict σS and lines correspond
to 〈S〉. Both 1×PBS (blue) and 0.1×PBS (red) concentrations were simulated. Results obtained for
the uniform distribution are depicted by dashed lines. (b) ζ(P) ratio. Markers represent simulated
data, while colours refer to channel-centered, source-shifted and drain-shifted distributions. Both
PBS concentrations are separated in two graphics for the sake of clarity. The dotted lines indicate
ζ = 1. Fitting parameters are summarized in Appendix A Table A1.

One key criterion to characterize the role of the variability in the sensor response
is the minimum change in the activation of the receptors that can be detected without
being blurred by the variability of the response, i.e., by σS. If the difference between
〈S(Pa)〉 and 〈S(Pb)〉 (i.e., the sensitivity mean values for a set of distributions with two P
values) is smaller than the addition of their standard deviations, σS(Pa) and σS(Pb), the
activation probabilities Pa and Pb cannot be discerned in a reliable manner. The ratio of
these two magnitudes provides a clear idea of the resolution of the sensor with respect to
the variability:

ζ(Pa,b) =
|〈S(Pa)〉 − 〈S(Pb)〉|

σS(Pa) + σS(Pb)
. (2)

A value of ζ greater than 1 assures a bijective relation between sensitivity and acti-
vation percentage for these two values Pa and Pb. Of course, the closer Pa and Pb are, the
lower the value of ζ. Here, we have studied the case where Pb = Pa ± 1

12 . Figure 4b shows
ζ for the three random distribution cases and the two values of PBS. ζ decreases with P
as a consequence of the higher variability observed, but in all cases is substantially above
1 when P < 80%. Only at very high activation percentages the ζ value approximates the
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limit. When comparing the different molecule distributions, i.e., source-, channel- and
drain-centered, we observe that the channel-centered distribution yield a higher ζ value.
This is due to the effect of the source and drain contact biases, which electrically attract
the ions in the electrolyte closer to the sensing interface, rising the screening capability of
the electrolyte in these areas and reducing the sensor sensitivity. The molecule receptors
located in the middle of the channel, on the contrary, are surrounded by ions free of such
electrostatic attraction.

3.2. Randomized Activation Variability

For a single fabricated device with a given distribution of N receptors, among which
Nact of them are activated, there are ( N

Nact
) = N!

Nact!(N−Nact)!
possible activation combinations,

where ( N
Nact

) = 1 for both P = 0% and P = 100%, and it is maximized for Nact = N/2.
Among all possible combinations, twelve different activated receptors configurations for
each value of P were selected (when possible). This activation variability was studied for
the three distribution scenarios, namely, channel-centered, source-shifted and drain-shifted,
and the results compared with a uniform distribution (see Appendix A Figure A2). Again,
we considered 1×PBS and 0.1×PBS electrolytes for the sake of completeness.

Figure 5a compares 〈S〉 for the channel-centered scenario and the uniform receptor
distribution, with each activation combination represented by a symbol and σS plotted as a
shadowed region. The trend of 〈S〉 with P and the PBS concentration and its comparison
with the uniform distribution cast similar conclusions as in the previous subsection. The
behavior of σS, however, is conditioned by the actual possible combinations that N and
Nact allow, being 0 at P = 0% and P = 100% and broadening at Nact = N/2. Finally, ζ has
also been studied as a function of the activation probability (Figure 5b). While it keeps far
from 1 at low and high P values, it evidences low values in the intermediate P range, when
the amount of activation combinations is large. When comparing the behavior of ζ with
the previous random distribution study (Figure 4b), it can be observed that the resolution
of the sensor is compromised at different activation percentages in each case: only for very
large activation percentages in the former case, and for intermediate values in the latter
one, evidencing that the prevalence of the random receptor activation or their location in
the variability of the sensor sensitivity depends on P.
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Figure 5. (a) Device sensitivity as a function of the activation percentage calculated for twelve ran-
domized activated receptors configurations corresponding to the same channel-centered distribution.
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Markers account for simulated data, while shaded areas depict σS and lines correspond to 〈S〉.
Both 1×PBS (blue) and 0.1×PBS (red) concentrations were simulated. Results obtained for the
uniform distribution are depicted by dashed lines. (b) ζ(P) ratio. Markers represent simulated data,
while colours refer to channel-centered, source-shifted and drain-shifted distributions. Both PBS
concentrations are separated in two graphics for the sake of clarity. The dotted lines indicate ζ = 1.
Fitting parameters are summarized in Appendix A Table A2.

4. Discussion

A comprehensive simulator has been developed able to study the variability in the
response of 2DM-based BioFETs due to the randomization of both the location and the
activation of the receptors at the solid–liquid interface. Other relevant sources of vari-
ability, such as interface defects or traps, are not investigated here, for the sake of brevity,
although their role and the intertwined interaction with the distribution and the activation
of molecules can play an important role to fully understand device-to-device technological
variability. The presented solver is demonstrated to be a suitable theoretical tool to assess
the impact of device-to-device variability and an excellent help to close the gap from lab-to-
fab implementations. We have tested the capabilities of the proposed simulator studying
2D MoS2-based BioFETs aiming for the detection of DNA molecules. To this end, we have
implemented a purposely designed model for receptor molecules that handles the inherent
features of the receptor ssDNA and the target dsDNA molecules, and their interaction with
the surrounding electrolyte.

The device sensitivity S is impacted by these random changes in the sensing interface,
showing noticeable scatter in its value when different distribution and activation scenarios
are considered. In particular, S is observed to be higher when the receptors are randomly
placed in the sensing interface (as compared to uniform equispaced locations). This is
because the perfectly uniform distribution of the receptors is better screened by the elec-
trolyte ions, reducing the electrostatic coupling of the target molecules and the channel.
The increase in S with the randomization of the receptors positions, however, comes hand
in hand with a variability in the sensor response σS, which is also enhanced when the
PBS ionic strength is reduced. When random patterns of activation of the receptors are
investigated, we observe again a higher S and higher σS for lower ionic strengths and
for random receptor distributions. Finally, when the two sources of variability (receptor
location and receptor activation) are compared, we observe that the resolution of the sensor
is compromised at different activation probabilities P.

5. Conclusions

In summary, these results demonstrate the capability of the proposed model to consider
the device variability in the study of 2DM-based BioFETs. This constitutes a relevant step
forward in the state-of-the-art of numerical modeling, contributing to clarify device-to-
device variations that could be experimentally expected due to changes in the receptor
location as well as the single-device variations due to fluctuations in the receptor activation.
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Figure A1. Device sensitivity as a function of the activation percentage. Ten random distributions
following (a) channel-centered, (b) source-shifted and (c) drain-shifted cases are considered, fixing
the configuration of activated receptors for each P value. Markers account for simulated data, while
shaded areas depict σS and lines correspond to 〈S〉. Both 1×PBS (blue) and 0.1×PBS (red) concentra-
tions were simulated. Results obtained for the uniform distribution are depicted by dashed lines.

Table A1. Parameters of the fitting curves ζ = a + bP + cP2 + dP3 from Figure 4b.

PBS a(·10) b(·10−1) c(·10−2) d(·10−5)

Ch 1×PBS 4.87 −12.25 1.18 −4.25
Ch 0.1×PBS 3.09 −7.19 0.59 −1.69

Sc 1×PBS 3.27 −7.74 0.68 −2.11
Sc 0.1×PBS 1.02 2.26 −0.80 4.98
Dr 1×PBS 45.29 11.46 −2.69 1.53

Dr 0.1×PBS 91.48 4.56 −1.29 7.71
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Figure A2. Device sensitivity as a function of the activation percentage calculated for twelve random-
ized activated receptors configurations corresponding to the same (a) channel-centered, (b) source-
shifted or (c) drain-shifted distribution. Markers account for simulated data, while shaded areas
depict σS and lines correspond to 〈S〉. Both 1×PBS (blue) and 0.1×PBS (red) concentrations were
simulated. Results obtained for the uniform distribution are depicted by dashed lines.

Table A2. Parameters of the fitting curves ζ = a + bP + cP2 + dP3 + eP4 from Figure 5b.

PBS a(·10) b(·10−1) c(·10−2) d(·10−4) e(·10−6)

Ch 1 × PBS 0.97 −4.46 1.16 −1.48 0.72
Ch 0.1 × PBS 0.68 −2.56 58.60 −0.73 0.37

Sc 1 × PBS 1.58 −10.60 3.48 −4.82 2.36
Sc 0.1 × PBS 1.05 −5.30 1.62 −2.29 1.16
Dr 1 × PBS 1.34 −9.10 2.98 −4.09 1.99

Dr 0.1 × PBS 1.06 −6.55 2.09 −2.89 1.43
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